Concerning materials exhibiting plastic and viscoplastic constitutive properties it is well known that only a part of the plastic work is dissipated as heat. The rest is stored in the material leading to changes of the internal state. In the present paper we study the effect of constitutive equations governing the response of kinematic and isotropic hardening on the energy stored in the material. In order to obtain predicted model responses, which are in agreement with corresponding experimental results, the isotropic hardening is assumed to contribute to the free energy function through particular terms. These terms effect the energy stored in the material even in cases where no overall isotropic hardening is incorporated. Characteristic features of the theoretical framework adopted are the formulation of the theory in the context of finite deformations and the satisfaction of the second law in the form of the ClausiusDuhem inequality, in every admissible process. Also, the constitutive equations are a priori defined relative to the so-called plastic intermediate configuration. Moreover, an isotropic elasticity law is supposed to apply and the back-stress tensor, describing kinematic hardening is defined to have the same mathematical and physical character as a Mandel stress tensor. However, the evolution equations governing the response of kinematic hardening are not formulated with respect to the back-stress tensor, but with respect to an internal stress tensor, which is related to the back-stress tensor. In the present theory, this internal stress tensor takes the mathematical and physical of a second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor relative to the plastic intermediate configuration. A further characteristic issue is the assumption that the evolution of the isotropic hardening due to temperature rate is dependent on a temperature function which can be selected independent of the temperature function governing the evolution related to the plastic deformation. This is an essential difference to other proposals on this topic. Generally, the constitutive theory is capable to describe thermodynamically coupled phenomena.
Background
It is well known that only a part of plastic work is dissipated as heat. The rest is stored in the material. Experimental investigations concerning this fact can be found in Oliferuk et. al. [1] , Chrysochoos et. al. [2] , Moreover, the ratio of stored energy versus plastic work and the ratio of rates vary with increasing deformation (see Oliferuk et. al. [3] ). The aim of our work is to develop thermodynamical consistent theories for finite deformations which allows to describe the energy stored in the material.
Current Work
The constitutive model is based on the multiplicative decomposition of the deformation gradient tensor: F=F P F e . In order to incorporate the constitutive theory into the framework of thermodynamics we consider the Clausius-Duhem-Inequality. We assume a Fourier law and a specific free energy function ψ, which can be additively decomposed into a thermoelastic part ψιε = ψιε(r te ,0) and an inelastic part ψ ρ =ψ ρ (τ,Υβ). Here r te denotes the thermoelastic strain relative to the plastic intermediate configuration (p.i.c.), θ the absolute temperature, r a scalar and Y a secondorder tensor valued strain variable with respect to the p.i.c.. They are related to isotropic and kinematic hardening, respectively. Using standard arguments according to Coleman, Noll and Gurtin one finds that for purely thermoelastic processes the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor relative to the p.i.c. is given by Τ=3ι//, ε /5Γ Ιε . In a similar way, we define the thermodynamic conjugated stresses ki=3i/^/9r, Z=3i//^3Y. Assuming the hyperelasticity law to hold in inelastic processes as well, the Clausius-Duhem-Inequality reduces to the dissipation inequality. For the inelastic part of free energy ψ ρ , we chose a function with a linear term in r. Due to this term, a part of the yield stress contributes to the energy stored in the material even if no isotropic hardening applies. Using a back-stress tensor of the Mandel type with respect to the p.i.c. ξ=(1+2Υ)Ζ, we formulate a v.-Mises yield function F=F(P£,k), P=(l+2r te )T, k=ko+ki in the Mandel-stress-space. The plastic strain rate is given by a normality rule D p =X3F/3P. In case of plasticity λ has to be calculated from the consistency condition, in case of viscoplasticity λ is defined by a constitutive equation. The dissipation inequality must be satisfied in every admissible process. Under this restriction we postulate evolution equations for the stresses k] and Z, which exhibit static and dynamic recovery terms.
In the heat conduction equation we distinguish between the terms describing thermoelastic coupling, plastic stress power and the rate of stored energy. These terms are determined by the chosen free energy function. The constitutive models have been implemented into the finite element code AB AQU s. For integrating the constitutive equations use is made of an operator-split-algorithm based on thermoelastic, inelastic and static recovery steps. For demonstrating the capabilities of the constitutive theory, the necking of a perfect tensile specimen and the upsetting of a billet were simulated (see Jansohn [4] ).
